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Need for Structured Content
Did you know? Ninety percent of the content shared on the internet today was produced
during the last two years. Massive quantities of content in various media are produced
every day. Publishers need to release personalized content on-the-fly to attract leads and
nurture customers; rather than create each piece of content as a stand-alone, they often
turn to structured content to increase both quality and efficiency.
Some examples of structured content that can be repurposed without modification
include:
• Software UI strings, manuals, and online help
• Safety data sheets and labeling
• Product descriptions, which can populate an online shop and a product catalog
• Medical documentation and patient narratives
• Contracts and end-user licensing agreements
• Legal content required by regulation can often be used in multiple locations or
documents without revision
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Structured Content Authoring
Structured authoring systems define functional content pieces and the organizational
(hierarchical) principles that govern how they work together. These rules are used to
control the creation of output in various formats for their target markets or audiences.
Structured authoring systems can also be used to track versions and modifications.
Content units can be authored and reviewed individually, then collected and organized to
form a coherent document suited for a particular purpose.
Structured content creation separates content from formatting. Markup languages (like
XML) are ideal for creating and storing content this way. Documents created with structured
content use metadata extensively to facilitate searching, sorting, and maintenance of
these “LEGO bricks”.
Structured content can help solve challenges that many businesses face.
Some of these are:
• Delivering content in multiple formats
• Maintaining content up-to-date
• Meeting compliance requirements
• Reducing time-to-market
• Handling content variants
• Translating on time and with a limited budget
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What is DITA?
Darwin Information Typing Architecture, one of the most used Structured Content
standards, is an Open XML format. Its special elements and hierarchies fit perfectly
into structured authoring workflows, so you can consistently organize information
in documents. DITA can be published in various formats, including PDF, HTML, Word,
Markdown, InDesign, JSON, WordPress, and SCROM.
In DITA, the basic unit of authoring is a topic—a piece of content that describes an idea
or a process, or answers a question. Topics are single files that should stand on their own
and be context agnostic.
Each type of content calls for a template that contains blocks of information organized
in a specific fashion. Therefore, there are different content types built from different
structural units (elements) that form a special structure.
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In the DITA standard, the topics are:
• CONCEPT—contains conceptual information; answers the question WHY?
• TASK—contains step-by-step procedural information; answers the question
HOW?
• REFERENCE—contains reference information; answers the question WHAT?
• GLOSSARY ENTRY—defines a single term; answers the question WHAT DOES
THIS MEAN?
Specialized DITA topics can be derived from these basic information types according to
the needs of the documentation project. Specialization adds complexity but can provide
better fitting containers for your content; it should always be designed carefully.
Topics are collected and organized into publications using map files. Maps are the skeleton
of a DITA document: they are used for defining the topics featured in a publication,
specifying the topic sequence, and controlling linking between topics.
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Benefits of DITA
Using DITA benefits more than just the actual content management. The decision to use
DITA and the required operational support almost never happens in isolation.
In addition to enabling the possibility of fully consistent content, using DITA also facilitates
implementing agile processes and lowers localization costs. When the authoring team
adopts DITA and localization best practices, they can meet the C-suite’s expectations in
terms of ROI; they also have better control over the brand’s linguistic assets, reduce timeto-market and improve the brand image.
Internally, using DITA often requires process improvements and can result in increased
stakeholder awareness. This can be significant if documentation architects have been
unaware in the past of the impact their work has on localization.
DITA also makes it possible to manage “under one roof” highly engineered content, nonreadable content, and linguistic validation, instead of handling those elements in what
sometimes seems like a parallel universe.
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The Value of memoQ in DITA
memoQ has proven to be a tool that can make your life easier when localizing DITA
content:
• Detailed filtering, so you can process almost any file type
• Previews, checking the content on-the-fly
• A variety of deployment options (cloud, on-premise, or hosted), so you can
choose the best fit for your operation
• Integration with any CMS (Content Management System), so you don’t have to
limit your choices
• High satisfaction among translators using memoQ; it has grown to become one
of the world’s leading translation environments
• Two-server synchronization, so one memoQ server can share translation
memory and term base lookups with another memoQ server (for example,
one server used by the content producer and another by the LSP project
participants)
• Multiple workflows, so you can process other types of content
• Content alignment and TM import, so you can leverage existing translations
• Customized Business Services from memoQ, so you can get help with
maximizing the potential of advanced memoQ implementations

Read on for more technical details on how memoQ helps when you have DITA files for
translation.
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Translating DITA Files
There are many advantages to using computer-assisted translation (CAT) technology
to augment the human process when localizing content, not the least of which is that
translation memories and term bases ensure consistency across topics. But not every
CAT tool handles DITA the same way, or well.
DITA files are open-source XML files—a perfect fit for localization. memoQ has a
dedicated DITA filter that lists public topic elements and defines which are to be localized.
For example, both the <body> and the <b> elements listed on the screenshot below are
text to translate, but it is noted that tags <b> and </b> may appear within a segment:
The filter also knows that
elements may have attributes
indicating if the content needs
translation. In the example
below, if the <body> element is
defined as translate=”no”, it will
not be imported into memoQ
for translation.
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The DITA filter in memoQ covers elements and attributes of basic and public specialized
topics. If an organization introduces further specialization of topics, this basic configuration
can be extended so that all translatable content will be recognized. memoQ’s Business
Services team can consult and assist customers in this process.
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Connecting to a CMS
Structured authoring usually involves a CMS system that stores, organizes, and indexes
the topics for search. memoQ has different options to connect to a CMS system.
Besides supporting the DITA XML format, memoQ also has options for connecting to a
CMS and automating content flow between systems.
• CONTENT CONNECTOR (hot folder) APPROACH. memoQ server has “companion”
software called Content Connector. It searches a file folder for new/changed files and
automatically imports, or reimports, them into an ongoing memoQ project. You can
use this approach if the CMS can export files into a folder and reimport translations
(either automatically or manually). The Content Connector is Windows and .NET based,
so it needs a PC.
• MIDDLEWARE APPROACH. Products like iLangL use APIs to connect to both sides
(CMSs and translation tools). You get a management interface where you can choose
which CMS to connect to which translation tool (memoQ server or other tools). You
can also tap into the CMS for a tree view of the contents, so you can select what to
translate and create translation jobs. The memoQ Business Services team can also
create custom, more limited middleware software, too, with exactly the functionality
you need.
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• INTEGRATION INTO THE CMS ITSELF. In some cases, the localization management
and middleware functionality, along with a user interface, are integrated with the CMS.
In this case, the CMS itself (or a plugin made for it) lets you select what you want to
translate and choose a translation tool and/or provider to send translations to. This is
similar to the middleware approach, but may be more convenient for the content owner.
• FULL AUTOMATION. Fully automated connections between systems are possible
when the workflow is clear and repetitive. For example, it works for software localization
when new or updated resources are produced by developers regularly, and they always
need to be localized exactly the same way, without needing to choose which files to
translate or requiring any other human decision or administration. This might be built
on the Content Connector or the APIs. Each case is different and custom software or
scripting is required to get full automation.

—

Custom Preview Option
The Preview function in memoQ enhances a translator’s experience and can reduce
the number of queries (and misunderstandings without queries). Previews are supported
for many file types, including pretty print previews for XML when the stylesheet (XSLT)
is uploaded into memoQ. In addition, preview tools that are not built into memoQ, but
installed separately, can be developed using memoQ’s Preview SDK.
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About WhP—How we differentiate
ourselves from other LSPs
WhP partners with the leading DITA CMS editors to optimize the integration and shorten
the processing time of multilingual content. WhP has in-house DITA experts who assist
clients before and during the localization phase. Experts also ensure that tools developed
in-house are compatible with the latest DITA releases and that they adapt perfectly with
the client’s DITA specialization. WhP DITA experts can also work hand-in-hand with the
client to improve the way they produce content.
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About the WhP and memoQ
partnership
For an advanced DITA localization solution, WhP and memoQ partner as your integrated
services team. WhP, a leading localization service provider, specializes in DITA content.
memoQ is an advanced, scalable translation management system. Together, we provide
the technology and services you need.
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WhP offers both content and process optimization services and can be your localization
provider, as a layer on top of memoQ, for:

• Key term management
• Full compliance management
• Augmented review
• Writing for localization, benefiting from the best use of DITA features
• Multilingual content migration
• DITA CMS population with multilingual content, localization process set-up, and
linguistic assets cleaning
• Complement to memoQ’s Business Services
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Your Options
Some of your options include:
• WhP DITA localization services with embedded memoQ server, and a second
memoQ cloud server for other content types
• On-premises memoQ server with WhP DITA localization services and
management
• WhP consulting services to optimize your content and processes, then a hosted
memoQ solution with client management

The WhP-memoQ combination makes for a flexible offering—there are plenty of other
options, as well, depending on your business objectives.
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Resources and Contact
DITA Loc Wire, a series of best practice articles

READ MORE

memoQ and WhP are happy to help improve your DITA localization workflow and provide
you with more information on how to fully leverage a translation management system.
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Contact us
to schedule a call

MEMOQ

WhP

